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Term Topic Trips Text Driver   

Autumn1  Toys  
Hook – Bringing 

in their favourite 

toy ( or photo of 

it) 

Outcome – 

Description of 

their toy and 

painting  pictures  

for display. 

 

Visit from 

Carisbrooke 

Castle Museum 

service to look 

at old toys 

and how they 

worked. 
 

“I love you, Blue 
Kangaroo” by  
Emma 
Chichester-Clark 
 
The A-Z of toys – 
Dorling 
Kindersley 

Maths – place value, 2D shapes, addition and subtraction, height and length, counting in 2’s, doubling and 

halving, money. 

Reading – Exploring how the toys are described in the story, looking at how Blue Kangaroo might feel?  

Exploring Lily’s feelings? Putting toys and names into alphabetical order. Phonics – Phase 4. 

Writing – A description of their toy. An adventure story for their toy.  

Writing a class book “The A-Z of Toys”, where each child write information about a toy starting with 

a given letter of the alphabet. 

DT – Making Sandwiches for Paddington Bear 

Art- Painting toy, Collage of creation in RE,  Printing with leaves, tree pictures using fingerprints,  

Science – Ourselves, senses and seasonal change.  

ICT – Computer Skills  

History- toys past and present – Visit from Carisbrooke Castle Museum. 

Geography – Where is London and the Isle of Wight on the map of UK ? How to get to London?  Landmarks in 

London and ways of travelling around.  

RE - Creation   

PSHE- New beginnings and working together 

PE – Outdoor Games 

Music - Pitch 

 

Autumn 2 Super Heroes 
Hook – 

SuperHero 

Dressing Up day 

Outcome – 

Superhero picture 

and information 

writing about 

which superhero 

they are and why. 

 

Modern Day 
superhero 
visits – 
parents in to 
talk about 
their jobs.  
 

Traction Man- by 
Mini Grey 

Numeracy - Addition/subtraction, position, counting in 10’s and 2’s, mass and weight, fractions, 

problems involving 

Reading – Exploring the actions of Traction Man and introducing –verbs, Exploring how the 

characters are described, re-enacting some events in the story, exploring when the story takes 

place and finding clues, exploring nouns- naming items in the story and their plurals.  Phonics 

phase 4. 

Writing – Superhero factfile,  Super hero rescue story about their toy, Wanted Poster 

History –The lives of significant individuals in Britain's 

past - such as Mozart,  John Logie Baird, Mary Seacole 

Geography –Use aerial photographs  and plans of places 
Use fieldwork and observational skills. 
Art – collage super hero cityscape, Christmas cards, tree decorations etc 

DT –  superhero moving pictures – using sliders and levers 

ICT – –Programme logo to find their way around the building.paint program (unit 2B creating pictures) 

Science –Forces, weather 

PE = Dance   

RE – Incarnation – Why is Christmas important to Christians? 

PSHE- Other people are special too -getting on, feelings, empathy 
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Spring 1 Frozen Planet 

Hook – Watching 

Clips about 

penguins and life 

in the Antarctic.  

Outcome – 

Sculpted arctic 

animal and ict 

label 

 Blue Penguin by 
Petr Horacek 
Lost and Found – 
Oliver Jeffers 
 
 

Numeracy- Addition/subtractions, quadrilaterals, arrays, time, capacity 

Reading – Exploring how Blue Penguin is different to the other penguins and the events that happen, 

How this affects Blue Penguin, How Blue Penguin reconciles with the other penguins.Re-enact the story 

with Lolly stick puppets. Phonics – Phase 5b 

Writing – Information about peguins, Writing about a time they felt left out, Retelling the Story of 

Captain Scott’s voyage to Antarctica. 

Art – Sculpting Animals with clay 

DT – Build shelters 

History-Look at famous antarctic explorers.  

Geography – explore compass directions, explore vocabulary for physical and human features. Explore places 

near and far away 

Science – grouping and testing materials – which materials will build a shelter that won’t fall down, which 

materials are waterproof, which materials are warm,  

ICT – word processing, labels, speech bubbles 

 Music –Sorting instruments ,making own instrument 

RE – Message of the gospels 

PSHE-Caring for myself 

  

Spring 2 Rainforest 

 

Hook – Trip to 

Amazon World 
Outcome –

Rainforest display 

in cloakroom and 

information on a 

rainforest animal. 

Trip – 
Amazon 
World 

The Big Animal 
Mix UP- Gareth 
Edwards, Kurani 
Umi 
 
The Tiger Who 
came to tea- 
Judith Kerr 

Numeracy- Addition/Subtraction, 3D shapes, position, counting in 2s,5s and 10s, time and 

measuring length. 

Reading – Explore rhyming words in the story, compare the story to the Monkey Puzzle by Julia 

Donaldson,  Explore the story of the tiger who came to tea – what do we know about the Tiger?  

What do the children think about the Tiger?  How did Sophie and her family react to the 

Tiger?Phonics – Unit 5c  

Writing – Write own animal riddle, Write animal factfiles about the animals at Amazon World, 

Retell the story of “The Tiger who came to Tea”. 

Art –Exploring picture – Tiger in a Rainforest by Henri Rosseau.  Creating a rainforest display.  

DT – Tasting food from around the world and making a fruit salad.    

Geography –comparing weather and climate to the arctic and also the UK 

Science – Variation in animals/habitats  
 ICT paint program (unit 2B creating pictures) 

PE – Football skills  

  Music –Rhythms – Samba music 

RE – Salvation – Why is Easter important to Christians? 
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PSHE- Caring for others 

Summer 1 Amazing 

Outdoors 
Hook – Finding 

some amazing 

plants in the 

outdoor area.  Do 

we know what 

they are? How can 

we look after 

them? 

Outcome – Have 

grown a selection 

of plants to take 

home? 

 

Trip-nature 

zones 

 
Visit from 
Local Jewish 
people to talk 
about how 
they worship 
at home.  

Jack and the 
Baked Beanstalk 
– Colin Stimpson 
Various versions 
of Jack and the 
Beanstalk 

Reading - Jack and the Baked Beanstalk – Where is the story set?  What new words do we find in this story 

and what do they mean?  Compare to other versions of Jack and the beanstalk, Non Fiction about plants, 

Phonics – Focus on revising all covered so far with a focus on real and alien words.  

Writing – Write own story about a magical plant, Instructions for growing plants. 

Maths –Pairs to 20, pictoral representations for addition, 3D shapes, doubles, halves, quarters, comparing 

lengths. 

Art – Van Gogh – Sunflowers Andy Goldsworthy – Natural collages 

DT –Knowing where food comes from by growing it, making scarecrows/flowerpot men.  

History – Queen Victoria and the great exhibition? 

Geog – Local Area and types of housing 

Science – Growing plants 

ICT-  Scratch Junior? 

RE – Belonging in Judaism 

Music – Following and making graphic scores  

PE – Hockey/Basketball skills   PHSE- Keeping safe 

 

Summer 2 Ship Ahoy!  
Hook –Visit 

Bembridge  

Lifeboat centre 

and talk by crew 

Outcome –  Make 

own boat using 

junk modelling and 

a treasure map to 

follow.  

 

Trip – 
Bembridge 
Lifeboat 
Museum and 
rock pooling 
at Bembridge 
( Habitat’s) 

Are you the Pirate 

Captain?  -Garry P. 

Jones, Gary Parsons. 

 

Pirates – Usborne 

Beginners 

Reading – Exploring why they need a pirate Captain and what a pirate Captain would do?  Explore the 

rhyming words used. Explore who they think will be a pirate Captain .  What do they know about the 

character of First Mate Hugh?  Who is the pirate Captain?  Find Information in the non fiction book 

using the contents page and index. Phonics – Phonic Screening focus. Phonics phase 5d 

Writing – Pirate Factfile, Writing directions to find the treasure, A pirate Adventure story 

Information about a famous Pirate. 

Numeracy- Addition/subtraction problems, turns and position, relating to time and direction, arrays for 

multiplication and division, symmetry 

History- Famous People – Charles Darwin/ Grace Darling  

DT-Designing and constructing own boats and racing across a water pool. 

Art – View from the porthole 

Geography – maps and globes, finding islands and seas, making treasure maps treasure maps 

Science –Health and growth 

ICT – Safety/Using and applying 

Music-  Sea songs (portside pirates) and creating music for the sea, sound effect 

RE – Shabbat    

 PSHE- Changes and looking forward 

 

 


